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Fort benning airborne school reporting

location: ft. benning, ga the airbase course is a three-week training program conducted by the airborne department, oaic, fort benning, ga that trains students the parachute oo as a means of combat distribution. success qualifies for cadets to wear the parachute badge. start your first week
on the ground, learning the basics of parachute landings, and start a vigorous training program. during the second week, called tower week, the correct ocita of the plane will be mastered. As a cadet, you will be given the opportunity to parachute from a 250-foot high tower. The third and
last week is the jump week. cadets make five jumps from a C-130 or C-141, including a one-night jump and two combat jumps with complete combat equipment. airborne school web page flight basic course and ranger course are still underway as sterile courses to protect students and
cadre from COVID-19. preventive measures are taken to ensure the safety and well-being of soldiers in the course and to mitigate potential exposure to COVID-19. students from out fort benning who originally had atrrs reservations can attend courses currently scheduled if the following
actions are taken. all students who refer to the airborne course (2E-SI5P/SQIP/011-SQIP) and the ranger course will quarantine at their current service station for 14 days and travel to ft benning through sterile transport. the current unit of the student sends a memorandum to the army of the
United StatesSchool (USAIS) Commander for approval to participate in the desired functional school that establishes quarantine procedures and sterile transport to FBGA. The Memorandum must be signed by 1 General Officer star and submitted to the United States Army Infantry School
(USAIS) Commander for revision and approval. Quarantine is defined as, a period of 14 days in a barracks or barracks as an environment with a minimum external contact to ensure no spread of viral vectors for quarantine individuals. Sterile Transport is defined as, public transport without
exposure to external threats during the trip. It does not include commercial air, railway, bus or POV travel. The units are responsible for consolidating students and procuring sterile, public transport from origin to Fort Benning, GA. Individuals who do not meet the requirements as described
above will not get entry to the course and will be returned to their point of origin. Day Zero activities include: COVID Project of Responsibility of Administrative / Medical students in processing in Ranger School Student turned into 4th RTBn for in-processing processing and 1 day activities.
Students are required to have a valid ATRRS RESERVED booking for the in-processing class. Failure to operate the service will result in the return of the member of the service to his shipping unit. The processing begins on the date posted on ATRRS from 0600-1600 hours. The processing
will last up to about 2000 hours and will include administration, finance andbriefing, as well as chamber assignment, equipment problem and platoon/square assignment. Map for processing. Report for processing in service uniform. Meet all standards outlined in AR 670-1. Arrival with a
minimum of ten copies of orders, or DA Form 1610 with complete background, which assigns or connects to 1/507th PIR for air training. BAC volunteers cannot attend the course on a leave, permissive TDY, or permissive jump status, ID Card and TWO complete set of Tag Identification.
AIRBORNE PHYSICAL. Volunteers reporting BAC in a PCS or TDY state must have a DD 2808 module in their possession, the physical must within 24 months. If more than 12 months, the body must be accompanied by a current PHA. The physical need to be signed by a DR. and
"Airborne Training" must be noted somewhere on the document. Below are extracted from a next book – Paratrooper: My Life with the 101st Airborne Division by Michael B. Kitz-Miller. As the reviewer comments, “for those elite parachute veterans, this book will bring rich memories.”
Paratrooper will be available from Page Publishing Company Spring, 2015. Airborne School at the Benning School for Kids When the bus entered Ft. Benning in the fall of 1963, and I saw the great sign that indicates the Infantry School with all individual schools such as Airborne, Ranger,
Pathfinder and OCS along with so many famous divisions such as the 101st and 82nd Airborne Division, I had thrilledup and down my spine. I had tears in my eyes. It was really an emotional experience for me; I think I came home and this was the beginning of my next great adventure that
brought me back to my beloved Northumberland, wandering alone in the woods away from our home. For the first time I heard I was in the real army, and Benning was really something special. It is really the "Queen of Battles", not the one that many call the "School of Goods for the Boys".
You could see the main apparatus that used in training - the 34 feet towers and the imposing 250 feet towers with giant parachute, much larger than those with which you really jump. Added to all this, all that seems to me to see are soldiers hopping around, in casts and crutches. But then
you see someone wearing bloused boots that spit shone with a "Screaming Eagle" and the Ranger patch on their shoulder and you can't wait to earn those themselves. Then my eyes turn elsewhere and see someone with the same 101a or 82a patch on the right shoulder, which means
they fought with that division in combat. Everyone deserves a greeting, a tribute to their past courage! Anyway, it's definitely Rock and Roll time, and this twenty a year was ready! Well, I hope so. To be honest, my stomach was falling a little bit. The truth is, I was a little scared for what
happened. We were all. Suddenly the joke of jumping out from a perfectly fine plane came to mind. As soon as we landed from our bus, we were verbally harassed.He retired for pushups, called the lowest, worst scum they, the cadre had ever seen. It was part of the drill. I soon realized that
their purpose in life was to do everything possible to remove as many candidates as possible. Soon I find they were very good at their work. This approach to training was to continue in many of the schools I attended, but I never let it bother me. I've always thought about the job, and I knew
they wanted the best, and you could also do your second test at Airborne, but if you couldn't violate the requirements that didn't matter - you were out. I would also like to find that this approach has changed. When Vietnam entered, it seemed that the requirements for the jumping school
were relaxed a little. They needed to fill gaps in the air divisions that tended to be our first line of defense in war with the Marines and other groups of similar specialties. We were pushed into training and double-time (called an aeronautical shuffle, a slow jog making short steps) to our new
barracks. For me it was class 20 B, 43rd Company (Abn,) 4th Student Battalion (TSB). The complete class of men enlisted, officers and unauthorized officers was 1,000 men. It seems a lot, but they had training facilities to manage many, the more there was a expected friction rate. Soon I
discovered our class that cut off in the next few weeks. Some would go voluntarily and others because of injuries or diseases. If these last two, you have to start overhealed. The first week was highly physical. The paratroopers need to be in great shape to resist the actual jump and landing,
as well as perform their mission, which tended to be behind the enemy lines, as on D-Day in WW II. Also there were air mockups where you learned the jump commands that took place in the plane just before jumping, standing in the door, exit and landing. The latter held the knees bent, the
arms and the head strung in the chest and a drop and rolled on the shoulders. We performed these exercises over and over again until they were routine. We have never walked or marched, rather we ran everywhere and left for pushup constantly. He was wearing. At the end of the week
we had a PT test (Physical Training), necessary to pass and advance to the second week. I've been without a problem. The second week begins and much of the time must be spent on the 34-foot tower, which are immediately apprehension about. The 34-foot tower is much higher than you
think. Climb up to a third floor building office and look down; it will give you a feeling for height. The tower itself is a small mockup of a plane door. There is a steel cable flowing from top to bottom to ground level about fifty meters away; is similar to a short zip line. The intern wears a harness
to bathe the same as a real parachute; straps around the thighs and around the converging shoulders in the middle of the chest with a round buckle, or quick releasewhere the four straps converge. It is similar to the straps of your car, but with the four straps inserted in the metal buckle.
When you punch the buckle as you would after landing a parachute jump, the straps release together with the parachute attached. In this case there is no parachute, only the straps. For the 34-foot tower jump your real reserve spindle is attached in the front on where your belly button is
located, two-wheeled metal D rings on your side. The purpose of the exercise is to simulate a real exit from the plane and the feeling of falling down from the plane. What doesn't simulate is the explosion of props from the powerful engines of a real plane that pushes you backwards, nor the
gravity that causes the parachute to fall. It would be a move back and down. In a real jump from a powerful plane like a C-130 the force is about 3G. And, of course for military jumps the exit doors are actually on the back of the plane, one on each side. From the tower there is enough speed
and fall to give you a feeling of when a chute would open and the incredible masturbation, especially in the inguinal area. If you have not tightened the straps sufficiently you can really hurt yourself. You should get the image: narrow straps, but not over your important parts of the body. The
pictures are also looking at your exit to see that it is exact with slipped head, knees together and bent slightly. Frankly, at my first jump from the tower I was a little scared. We had obviously seen others go and not hurtI still remember an old adage for such an activity - "trust yourself with your
equipment", but until you did much, it's still a little scary. My turn. I'll take two jumps. The first not bad, but simply masturbates me in hell and the speed that goes down was much faster than I expected. I also made the standard count of "one thousand", "two thousand", "three thousand",
"four thousand". No "Geronimo" anymore, but at the end of the count your parachute should be completely distributed. It is not the best exit from me, so, with the straps off are jogged back to the tower for my second jump and more pushups while waiting for my next test. It is impossible to
do something perfect enough not to receive pushups. If my first exit was average, the second was absolutely terrible, and I was seriously injured for the first time in the army. I didn't hold my legs long enough. The idiot hurts like hell. I thought I finally hurt my private parts and I could never
have sex for the rest of my life. Because the straps were loose the release plate pulled up, it touched the chin importantly and obviously I bit down and took a nice piece out of my tongue. I banged all the front of my fatigue, but the injury wasn't enough for the points. But, strangely, it's fun for
me, and we'll do it all week and a little next week. Even with pain, I still loved the exercises. Why was I so happy? Adventures are always fun. Unfortunately, time was taking a turn for the worst. Severe coldShe was coming in. Georgia wasn't normal. The next day, I'm still furied by the damn
jump. My tongue is swollen and painful, my head pain, my jaw pain, my throat is sore, I can barely speak, and I have a upset stomach. It was Friday because I'm a complete disaster. There's no call for sick people, though. If I lose four hours of training in a week I can go back to "Go" and
start over. There's no "Get out of prison" here, they're recycling you. And no one wants to spend more than once in this hell. Next the 250-foot tower. The tower contains four parachutes that are much larger than normal. With the enlarged size, it allows more air inside the parachute,
allowing it to descend more slowly. And, they have the ground all around the airy area, making it less likely that someone gets hurt. I'm really impressed with the training. I became less afraid of every new piece of equipment, like the tower. You are simply attached and dragged up to a
maximum height of 250 feet, then with a clank you are released. They simply want to see that you can keep away from the tower feeling the direction of the wind then climb the mountaineers (the straps that attack the individual to the real parachute) to push in the right direction. It's all very
cool and I had fun. I've been through that phase with ease. I'm ready to go back for a remake. But now I have other problems. I'm sick as I've ever been in my life. It's more than a cold. Bad hacking cough. I...I've got a temperature, but I can't go call bad. Strange. The body makes sense that
I'm sick, but fight it. the old bursitis came back to the wrist and every time I go down for pt or called to pushups it seems that my wrist will break. I'm still waiting for some money from home for Christmas leave, and I don't know about susan, my fiancé. He's talking about my vacation college
gettysburg. has finally made the choir and their go ahead for the practices before this year's tour, which will be Europe. It's better. Now we have to make the first and second choices on where to be stationed after the jumping school. I'm not sure we really have a choice. mine seems to be
the 503rd or 504th airborne in germany or the 101st airborne division (screaming eagles) in ft. campbell, kentucky. I'm not sure about the ocs yet. Does it make sense or just a matter of prestige? If I go to germany with pay abroad, skip the pay and if I get angry at the corporal, I'd probably do
as much as a simple vanilla lieutenant. Moreover, I would have had the possibility of all art, music, culture and travel to Europe for two and a half years. It was also playing on my mind that if I want to make the service a career, I would finish my training first then go back to ocs, then ranger
school and / or pathfinder school, etc. I want to share my thoughts with my parents and my girlfriend. a body in my current condition is not helping things. tomorrow is the last day and the weekThe training that makes me happy, but I'm as tired as I've ever been in my life. I think I'm gonna
die, but I'm not gonna do that, absolutely I'm not gonna go make a sick phone call when I'm just a day or two leaving for Christmas leave. Don't go back to Benning in time, and they have to start over is not an option either. No way! Tomorrow comes with the requirement to make five perfect
jumps from the 34-foot tower. All my qualifying jumps are perfect to give me a total of seven qualifying jumps. I've been. In my company I'm really close to fifty guys who have no one! Nobody! Few soldiers have seven. I feel better. I can't wait home for a couple of weeks and help from our
family doctor. I've been living on aspirin for probably a week. I'm sure the corpse knows I'm sick, but none of them has approached me or did something. I don't know why. Honor Graduate is on the back of my mind, but I am skeptical about possibilities. After all, I'm competing against
hundreds of others. To finish things out of the area had the coldest record in history. We had a boy in company who had a finger freezing at his steel plate (casco) at morning training. Then they want me to take your shirt off. Something about its cold frost, you practice and sweat so that the
tee shirt actually makes you colder. It must be some kind of oxymoron. Some of the things they require at the service don't make much sense. So, in a thousand trainees, we're six hundred.a chance we could be able to make a couple of our qualifying jumps before leaving home, but
depends on time. It's already been so cold that they closed the jumping school for a day or two for the first time in school history. But there are worse things than the cold. Time is still bad, so it doesn't jump first until the first of the year and money from home just come in time for me and a lot
of other good souls with which I have been for almost six months to jump on bus to our homes. I'm finally on the bus to Salisbury and Almighty God. I'm sick. Actually, I'm not sure I'm coming home. I toxed so much that I feel like I ripped my throat. After many transfers the Carolina Trailways
enters the bus terminal at home and literally falls into my father's arms while I get off the bus. I'm immediately taken by Alberta Polin, our family doctor. bronchial pneumonia and a temperature they couldn't read. I was burning with fever. My worst nightmare was that I wouldn't be back in Ft.
Benning in time for a week's jump. But a good doctorate from Alberta and a lot of drugs and I was brought back to life and able to take the journey by bus back to the Airborne school. I think I've spent all my leave at home in bed. Let's go back to Ft. Benning I and my aeronautical friends get
ready to make our first jumps. We would have jumped out of the C-123 aircraft, the precursor of the famous C-130 Hercules. They looked the same, except for the C-123 was smaller and slower, only twoand probably did not keep more than fifty parachutes. Obviously two sticks, which
means a row of troops on each side of the plane with a steel cable to connect your static line. The parachute has a 15-foot static line that sticks to the cable and as you exit the plane the spindle is pulled out of its package. The weight and gravity broke the bag that kept the parachute. When
the parachute was full of air, it opened. In the airplane you can see the static line attached to each package, one for each parachute on each of the two exit doors. I had a great surprise waiting for me when all 600 of us formed in a great anger for our first of five jumps. They announced to all
three soldiers who had been chosen as candidates for Honor Graduate. In my surprise, my name was announced. I went ahead in front of everyone and was presented with a white helmet with my intern number on it. I think it was number 518, but I don't remember. I was a candidate for the
Honor Graduate. My hard work and my diligence paid. Don't give up when I was sick as a dog, probably it was noticed. Even my seven perfect qualifying tower jumps had helped. Along with myself he was an officer and the other I think, he was an E-4 specialist or Sergeant E-5 (I was a
private E-2) up for Honor Graduate. One of three of an original class of a thousand people, not bad. The white helmet was to identify us both inside the plane and all the paintings on the ground looking each of our fiveJumping down. So, "follow," get into our planes and take off. A very short
flight to reach an altitude of one thousand two hundred feet to jump. A couple of minutes before the green light came up we are standing, hooking, controlling our equipment and the person in front of you, pushing together as we approach the exit door. I'm not nervous, scared, nothing. I think
the training is so hard and challenging, doing appropriate exercises more and more times does everything seem automatic. When I hit the door, which is a matter of seconds, I am out and stuck in my exit position, do my four thousand count and the spindle opens up with a huge idiot
passing through all my body that made me wonder if I had hurt something important. But now I'm out and I'm fine. I'm swinging back and forth, but this slows down. From I was back in the stick I couldn't see what the world looks like from a thousand feet or more. I liked to see all my brother's
parachutes around me, the view, everything. Also a stupid move because I wasn't paying attention to the direction I was going drifting, and how I approached the ground where I was likely to land. I would like to mention that we were still using the same parachutes that used in World War II,
which were designed to get you down as quickly as possible and stay alive. So the relic I was using gave you the minimum control of your direction. You literally have to climb the climbers forany change in direction. Another reason why they expect parachutes to be in such a good physical
form. The parachutes you see today are more rectangular or similar to the shape of the fungus, but they have a large air intake with the eyes to allow you to control your direction. Well, it wasn't good. In my euphoria I was not doing what I had to do, and I had not noticed a ditch running
through the DZ (Drop Zone). And, I was swinging again. While I was about to land, I swung forward but still just short of the ground and the upper part of the ditch. Then I banged back and my back upper, neck and head banged back against a beautiful rock in size. Ow! A real bad blow! I hit
my release plate, the straps jumped and pulled into my spindle to place in the jump bag to drag it back to our mounting position. I'll be right next to him. He's a sergeant with a scowl in his face. There were unnecessary words here, and he continued to chew on me that it was probably the
worst leap he had ever seen from someone who had to be an Honor Graduate candidate. Not only did I get hurt now, but I feel like I just blew up my chances of Honor Grad with that rookie landing. When I get back to our company's barracks, it really hurts. For my part, I'll say I probably had
a compression fracture. Years after it would be confirmed when the problems of return began to appear. During the time I served as a parachute, and a total of 50 jumps I probably had at least two fractures like that. Not because of the poorbut because of high winds, extremely difficult
landings, typical during extremely cold weather. In this case I was clearly lucky to have a special friend who was just a couple of bowls down from me. He said that because his mother had so many back problems, he had been given a little chiropractic training to help her mother and save
money. He thought he could work on my back and my neck a little to relieve pain. It seemed to work. This, and the fact that I was young, just going into my twenty-first year I felt much better, healing quickly. We made two jumps the next day and one the next day. They went well, and I made
some fantastic landings. Maybe. I still have a chance. Sure, I don't know what the other two candidates did. A jump to go and I'll have my jumping wings, see if I made Honor Grad and a step closer to OCS. We're jumping Lee Drop Zone for our last jump. It is the smallest in Benning and the
problem is to get everyone out of the plane as quickly as possible or we will have people landing in the trees. A serious problem. Any way to fly around a little and the jumping master notices my white helmet and says I have to be the first in the door. I had my attention. I'd be in the door,
looking down and now I know what it really is. Strangely, the situation calmed me down. It was very nice. Looking forward, the DZ looked like a stamp. The lights jumped on the side of the door turned from red to green and I was out in a flash. Unfortunately the pilot hitgreen light too late,
and not paying attention to the pots of smoke on the ground to see how the wind blowing. We had the last troopers outside the door that end up in the trees. Also as first out I came very close to hitting the trees forward itself. But that was number five and now I was a full parachute. We had
a bachelor's degree the next day in the big plane hangar. We were in formation and we all had our own "blood wings" sticking individually. I wasn't chosen Honor Grad. He wasn't even the officer, but he was the partner who was an E-4 or Sgt specialist. E-5. I was proud of my success at the
jumping school. Of the 1,000 originals of my class 600 graduated, and I had tied for the second place in the ranking. I made my choice of service station and quite satisfied with it. So, next stop, Ft Campbell, Kentucky and 101st Airborne Division. Aquile Screaming! Eagles!
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